Art.no. 4103009
Coevorden, July 14th, 2014

Concerning: optimized patented plastic bearing strip 7/112
Art.no. 4103010
Dear customer,
By means of this newsletter we would like to inform you about an optimization of the patented plastic bearing strips,
the present type of plastic bearing strips will automatically be replaced by the optimized versions (after stock finish).
We no longer apply the so called saddle principle (this principle consisted of 1 or 2 vertical lips that fell over the top
flange of the crossmembers). Instead, the new bearing blocks are provided with 2 one-sided placed vertical stop lips,
which ensure that the bearing strip can be easily positioned in line against the top flange of the cross members.
With this new execution of the bearing block the width of the top flange will not be a hindrance anymore and this
bearing will fit any type of crossmember.
If it turns out to be necessary mounting the bearing block centered in the middle of a wide top flange of a crossmember
the two vertical lips can be bent away or removed.
Plastic bearing strip 7/112 height 35mm. (orange), article number 4103009 (this article number has remained the
same as the present article number known for the orange bearing).
This bearing strip replaces the following bearing strip because they have in principle the same form fit and function:

all versions of the present orange bearing;

all versions of the present blue bearing. The blue bearing strip will not be available anymore.
Plastic bearing block 7/112 height 32mm. (white), article number 4103010 (this article number has remained the
same as the present article number known for the white bearing)).
This bearing strip replaces the following bearing strip because they have in principle the same form fit and function:

all versions of the present white bearing.
The way of fastening/mounting the bearing strips has remained unchanged by: nailing, riveting or screwing.
Weight advantage
The new plastic bearings will also have a weight advantage of about 10 kg/trailer.
Also there are bearings available for the:

Cargo Bulkmover 15 floor profile system: 3/156,8 (red), art.no. 4107036;

24 floor profile system: 3/97 (yellow), art.no. 4103007;

Single pats for special profile choices.
If you have any questions regarding this change, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Trusting to have informed you sufficiently, we remain,
With best regards,
Cargo Floor B.V.
Coevorden, The Netherlands
YOUR CARGO TEAM

